
Foreign Languages Department held 

A festive online concert 

"Nauryz Meiramy - a holiday of spring renewal and abundance in Kazakhstan" 

as part of the implementation of the special "Dastur men guryp project " 

on March 17, 2021 on Microsoft Teams   

 

The event was attended by over 100 KTU students, as well as teaching staff of the Department of 

Foreign Languages. 

The aim was instilling interest in the study of the state and foreign languages, the formation of 

patriotism through the study of the cultural heritage of the people, the identification and development of 

students' creative abilities, the preservation of the national identity of students, the development of tolerance 

to other cultures and languages. 

The teachers of the Department of Foreign Languages made a welcoming speech and congratulations. 

A student of the mining faculty Kadesova Zhanel and a student of the faculty of information 

technologies Muravlev Stanislav were the hosts of the event. 

1st and 2nd year students took an active part in the festive concert. 

At the very beginning, Amantai Diaz (gr. Gd 20-3) masterly performed kuy "Ata tolgauy", the hosts 

congratulated the audience and read poems in 3 languages, the students of the SIB 20-3 Igor Dobryansky, 

Marat Arman showed a presentation in English about the celebration of Nauryz, traditions, games, cuisine, 

customs in different countries, Nurzhanova Amina (student of the Karaganda University named after 

Buketov) and Kadesova Zhanel (gr. Gd 20-3) were playing the guitar, performed a modern song of the 

Boombox group, Akbergenova Rosa (gr. Gpr 19- 1) played "Rewrite the stars" on the piano. Then the hosts,  

held a competition in Russian and English, they asked about the history, traditions, holidays, rituals of 

Kazakhstan. Students of the specialties "Mining", "Oil and Gas Engineering", "Information Security 

System", "Electric Power Engineering", "Automation and Control" were very active and answered questions 

with pleasure. Egor Stepanov (gr. ND 20-3) performed the melody "Kelinshek" on the guitar. And 

Dobriansky Igor (gr. Sib 20-3) performed his own composition on an electric guitar. At the end, Aman 

Zangar (gr. GD 19-1) sang a festive song in the Kazakh language "Nauryz Duman". 

Responsible for the event were the head of the department of foreign languages, candidate of 

pedagogical sciences, associate professor Jantasova Damira Dulatovna, teachers of FL department Izotova 

Aigerim Serikovna, Nurpeisova Dina Lesbekovna, Nesipbaeva Nazym Erzhanovna. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 


